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QUESTION: 66
Which activities can only be performed by the Metric Store Administrator?

A. Set policies.
B. Create the root scorecard.
C. Run import and export options.
D. Add links to aCognos 8 report.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 67
An administrator has created a scorecard structure with three levels: Corporate Sales
AmericasSet Policy permissions have been granted to the Sales scorecard. Write Actual
Values permissions have been granted to the Corporate scorecard. By default, what
permissions will a new metric added under the Americas scorecard have?

A. Write Actual Values and Set Policy only
B. Write Actual Values only
C. Set Policy only
D. Read Only

Answer: C

QUESTION: 68
What type of import source needs to be defined in Metric Studio when importing data from
the Metrics import directory?

A. Tab-delimited files
B. Cognos Planning data
C. Cube-based Framework Managerpackages
D. Relational Framework Manager packages

Answer: A

QUESTION: 69
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What must be done to import tab-delimited files from a previous version of Metric Studio?

A. Create staging tables for the previous version
B. Specify the file format as the previous version
C. Indicate the file version in the appropriate column of the tab-delimited file
D. Modify the staging tables to match the tab-delimited files from the previous version

Answer: B

QUESTION: 70
What is created after the New metrics export wizard is run from Cognos Connection?

A. Metrics extracts
B. Tab-delimited files
C. Objects extracts
D. Deployment package

Answer: B

QUESTION: 71
An administrator wants to import data from tab-delimited files into an application. When
creating an import source for these files, what must the administrator specify in Metric
Studio?

A. Character set encoding
B. Number of rows
C. Tool used to create the file
D. Physical size (in KB) of the file

Answer: A

QUESTION: 72
The scorecard developer has created a new user defined column called Stretch Target and
wants to manually add stretch target values to the Sales metric. To do so, what does the
scorecard developer first need to do?
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A. Specify Stretch Target as a user defined column in the Sales metric type.
B. Re-calculate metric store derived values.
C. Create a metric type called Stretch Target.
D. Include Stretch Target in the default display columns.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 73
Which of the following is a characteristic of five state status indicators?

A. The metric administrator can set an option for how many states fall above or below on
target state.
B. The number of statuses above on target depends on the metric type performance pattern of
the metric.
C. The number of statuses above on target can be set to a value between 1 and 4.
D. The number of statuses above on target is the same as that below on target.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 74
A user logs in and is immediately presented with the screen below. What setting controlled
this being the initial screen?

A. In My Preferences, the user set this as their default view.
B. The user set this view as their home view.
C. The scorecard developer set this as the default view for all users.
D. The scorecard developer set the navigation path to this view when logging in.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 75
When a user clicks on a metric status, they are brought to the Details tab. What causes this
behavior?

A. The metric is a calculated metric and therefore goes to the Details tab.
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B. Five status indicators are being used which default to the Details tab from a metric status
indicator.
C. The navigation path for metric status indicator is set to the Details tab.
D. The metric type metric status indicator view is set to the Details tab.

Answer: C
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